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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Reciprocal Teaching Cards: Primary (Grades K–3)

THE PREDICTOR

What can I predict or 
conclude based on the 

information that I just read?

I predict that this section will be about         because  
        (title, subheadings, pictures, captions, tables).

Based on         (clue from text), I think        .

Does anyone else have a prediction?

I think         because        .

I wonder if         because        .

Because I know         about this topic, I think         
will be the main idea of this section.

THE SUMMARIZER

How will I  
summarize the pieces?

This section is mostly about        .

The main idea of this section is        .

Some details to support this main idea are (show from text)     .

The author is trying to tell us        .

Framed summary paragraph for nonfiction:

This section was mostly about        . Some details to 
support it are        ,        ,        , 
and         (show the details or pictures from the text). 
Let’s see how the next section supports what the author is trying to 
convey, which is         (repeat main idea).
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R E P R O D U C I B L E

THE QUESTIONER

What questions do we have 
about this text?

Who is        ?

What is/does        ?

When did        ?

Where        ?

Why did        ?

How did        ?

What is your opinion of        ? Why?

What was most important from this section? Why?

What if        ?

How are         and         similar or different?

What is an example of        ?

How would you explain         to        ?

Why is         significant?

What caused       ? What effect will occur if       ?

THE CLARIFIER

How can we make the tricky 
sections easy to understand?

I thought       was a tricky word or phrase because 
      . Does anybody know what that means? What clues might 
tell us its meaning?

I don’t understand the section        because       . 
Can anybody explain it?

I wonder if the reader said the following word correctly because it 
doesn’t make sense. What do you all think?

Let’s reread     , since it seems very important because 
      .

I have a question about        .

I need to look up the following word:        .
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